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Abstract: With the increasing scarcity and cost of virgin materials for asphalt mixtures, the exploration
of alternative components has intensified. Reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP), crumb rubber (CR),
steel slag (SS), and waste engine oil (WEO) have emerged as promising alternatives. Individually, RAP
enhances rutting resistance but may compromise cracking tolerance; CR boosts cracking resistance;
WEO affects cracking and rutting differently; and SS can influence moisture sensitivity. However,
their combined impacts on asphalt performance, specifically on moisture damage, rutting, and
cracking resistance, remain underexplored. In this study, 44 mixtures were assessed with varying
RAP (0–75%), WEO (0–15%), and CR (0–15%) contents, alongside a constant SS aggregate (0% or
20%). The results indicate that specific combinations of these alternative materials can satisfy all
performance thresholds for rutting, cracking, and moisture damage. To pinpoint ranges of optimal
material contents for different high-traffic scenarios, prediction models were crafted using techniques
like feed-forward neural network (FNN), generalized linear model (GLM), support vector regression
(SVM), and Gaussian process regression (GPR). Among these, GPR demonstrated superior efficacy,
effectively identifying regions of satisfactory performance.

Keywords: balanced mix design; Gaussian process regression; indirect tensile cracking test; dynamic
creep test; indirect tensile strength test

1. Introduction

In recent years, the utilization of reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) has become com-
mon worldwide because of its potential to conserve natural resources, reduce greenhouse
gas emissions, and decrease construction costs [1,2]. However, despite its significant ad-
vantages, using RAP may affect the final reclaimed asphalt mixture (RAM) performance,
particularly in terms of cracking and moisture damage resistance [3,4]. To mitigate these
issues and maintain RAP’s remarkable economic and environmental benefits, a variety
of alternative materials, such as waste polymers, waste tires, waste glass, waste plastic,
and different types of alternative aggregates, have been employed as binder modifiers or
aggregate replacements in RAMs [5–7]. This approach of enhancing performance using
alternative materials has provided a promising avenue in the field of pavement engineering,
thereby motivating researchers to explore and innovate further.

Various solutions have been explored to mitigate the adverse effects of RAP. One
promising approach involves the use of asphalt recycling agent (ARA), including different
types of waste oils, paired with binder modifiers [3,6]. In this context, waste engine oil
(WEO) is one specific type of oil that has been investigated. However, the effects of WEO
on asphalt mixtures are multifaceted and require further research for full understanding.
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Potential challenges posed by WEO include a possible decrease in rutting and moisture
damage resistance due to its softening effect [3]. As per the study performed by RILEM, an
effective ARA should augment the flexibility of bituminous materials and their cracking
resistance, without adversely affecting the rutting resistance of RAMs. This principle
aligns well with the efforts to employ binder modifiers to counterbalance the potential
drawbacks of ARAs [8]. For example, one study reported that styrene–butadiene–styrene
(SBS) positively impacted the rutting resistance of asphalt mixtures containing 35% RAP [5].
Another study indicated that the combination of waste-polymer-modified bitumen (WPMB)
and ARA could significantly enhance the rutting resistance of RAMs [9]. In the quest for
balance in asphalt mixture composition, an experimental study underscored the potential
of using waste polyethylene (PE) [10]. The research showed that the addition of waste PE
at an optimal level of 1.5% of the mixture mass improved the mixture’s strength, stiffness,
and resistance to permanent deformation. Majidifar et al. used crumb rubber (CR) as
a binder modifier alongside WEO to bolster the economic–environmental aspects and
improve the moisture and rutting resistance of RAMs [6]. Furthermore, the use of CR
was reported to positively influence mixtures’ rutting and moisture resistance, including
RAP and WEO [3]. These findings highlight the potential of using CR, derived from waste
tires, in counterbalancing the softening effect of ARAs, consequently enhancing the overall
performance and durability of RAMs.

Despite the promising results of incorporating CR in mixtures with varying amounts
of RAP and WEO, performance issues have been observed when high RAP contents are
used [3]. A recent study investigating the fatigue performance of binder blends containing
RAP binder and rubberized asphalt (CRRAPBs) found that this performance can be exceed-
ingly complex [11]. Certain combinations of CR and RAP may even lead to a decrease in
fatigue resistance. However, the study further revealed that with careful selection of the
appropriate proportions of CR and RAP, the fatigue resistance of CRRAPBs can outperform
that of virgin binders.

However, achieving a balance in the performance of RAMs containing high amounts
alternative materials remains a challenge. It necessitates the exploration of additional
solutions to further enhance the performance behaviors and strengthen the sustainability
aspects of these mixtures. In this context, steel or copper slags, a byproduct of various
steel- and copper-making processes, are promising aggregate replacements in asphalt
mixtures. Their use is environmentally beneficial and reduces landfill usage [12]. Moreover,
the diverse physical and chemical properties of steel slag (SS) can considerably enhance
the asphalt mixtures’ mechanical properties. The addition of SS can improve several key
properties of asphalt mixtures, including cracking resistance, moisture damage, and rutting
resistance [13,14] mostly because of its favorable angularity, which increases the mixture’s
internal friction and cohesion [15]. Additionally, the presence of CaO and MgO creates
an alkaline environment that improves adhesion with the acidic asphalt binder, thereby
improving moisture damage resistance [16]. These beneficial outcomes stem from the
aggregate’s inherent attributes like hardness, shear strength, and abrasion resistance [14].

Numerous studies, using various mix design methods, have been performed with
the aim to produce RAMs with satisfying properties. However, the traditional Superpave
mix design method may have some limitations when incorporating RAP or other alterna-
tive materials. These limitations can lead to the production of RAMs with unsatisfactory
performance, especially when multiple materials are simultaneously combined. In this
context, the balanced mix design (BMD) emerges as a refined alternative [17,18]. Unlike
the Superpave method, which mainly focuses on volumetric properties, the BMD simulta-
neously considers different properties of an asphalt mixture. This approach allows for a
detailed study of the interactions and effects of various alternative materials on the overall
performance of asphalt mixtures. Essentially, the BMD method provides a comprehensive
framework that ensures mixtures are not only well-balanced but also durable and effective
in real-world scenarios. The current study, therefore, had two objectives. The first one was
to examine and understand the simultaneous impact of various types and proportions of
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alternative materials (RAP, SS, WEO and CR) on the mixture’s properties, such as moisture
sensitivity, rutting and cracking resistance. The second objective was to develop prediction
models for the properties being investigated. This was accomplished using the BMD
approach. Gaussian process regression (GPR) was selected as the most appropriate among
the four investigated methods (feed-forward neural network—FNN, generalized linear
model—GLM, support vector regression—SVR and GPR) and then utilized to find the
optimal ranges of alternative materials considering different traffic levels.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
2.1.1. Limestone Aggregate

Limestone aggregate (L) was used in this study to produce asphalt mixtures. The
physical and mechanical properties of the L are given in Table 1, whereas the selected
gradation, including the upper and lower limits according to the Iran Asphalt Paving
Code [9], is provided in Figure 1 (L).
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Table 1. The physical and mechanical properties of limestone and steel slag aggregates.

Property Standard Requirement Limestone Steel Slag

Los Angeles abrasion (%) ASTM-C131 <30 23 18
Water absorption of coarse aggregates (%)

ASTM-C127
<2.5 0.9 1.28

Water absorption of fine aggregates (%) <2.8 1.1 -
Compressive strength (kg/cm2) ASTM-C39 - 409 1823

Specific gravity of coarse aggregates (g/cm3) ASTM-C128 - 2.66 3.299
Specific gravity of fine aggregates (g/cm3) ASTM-C127 - 2.51 -

2.1.2. Steel Slag Aggregate

In addition to the L, the coarse SS aggregate, with a gradation curve provided in
Figure 1, was used. The SS was solely used to replace the limestone aggregate fractions
retained on the #4 sieve. Thus, the passing percentage for sieving sizes smaller than 2.36 mm
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was equal zero. The physical properties and chemical composition of the SS are further
provided in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. A key property of the SS is its hydrophobic nature,
which enhances its adhesion to the asphalt binder in asphalt mixtures.

Table 2. Chemical components of steel slag aggregates.

Ingredient Al2O3 FeO P2O5 MgO MnO SiO2 CaO

Percent 3.95% 33.68% 0.68% 11.44% 2.24% 17.72% 29.96%

The volumetric approach was selected over the weight method due to the higher
density of the SS, which was identified as 3.299 g/cm3, when compared to that of the L
aggregate (2.695 g/cm3). Therefore, certain amounts of coarse L aggregate, 20% of the
whole mixture volume, were replaced with the SS.

The 20% SS aggregate content was chosen following ASI recommendations, which
were made after investigating the properties of RAMS with SS substitutions ranging from
0% to 100% [19]. The study highlighted that a 25% substitution rate yielded the optimal
performance for mixtures with SS as a coarse aggregate, so it was decided to proceed with
a slightly lower SS content.

2.1.3. Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement

The RAP material was derived from a highway, with an estimated age of 20 years.
Gradation of the extracted RAP aggregate, as depicted in Figure 1, conforms to the upper
and lower boundaries defined by the Iran Highway Asphalt Paving Code, specifically for a
nominal maximum aggregate size of 19 mm. Consistent with the restrictions set by this
code, the gradation of RAP materials remained unaltered.

This study investigated three different proportions of RAP in RAM: 25% (in line with
the Department of Transportation’s standard guidelines) [20], (an elevated percentage,
which is common practice in countries such as the Netherlands and Japan) [21], and 75%
(an extraordinarily high amount) [7].

The aged asphalt binder from the RAP materials was originally classified as PG64-22.
The binder content of RAP was determined using two distinct methodologies: ASTM D2172
and ASTM D6307. These procedures resulted in values of 4.4% and 4.6%, respectively.
Subsequently, the final binder content of RAP was taken as the average of these two values,
equating to 4.5%.

2.1.4. Waste Engine Oil

The WEO was procured directly from an automobile garage and it was incorporated
into the study without further treatment. It exhibited a flash point of 220 ◦C, a viscosity of
280 mPa.s at 135 ◦C, and a relative density of 0.915. Initial WEO percentages, which were
calculated relative to the weight of the aged binder from the RAP, were selected within a
range from 0% to 15%, progressing in 5% increments.

Recent studies have tried to determine the optimal content of WEO. However, it
has mostly been tested at the binder level, where certain amounts of WEO were blended
with the virgin and aged/extracted binder [9,22]. The optimal WEO content was thus
generally determined considering the desired enhancement in the rheological, chemical or
mechanical properties of the obtained binder blend [23,24].

This study was conducted under the guidance of the balanced mix design theory. This
approach dictates that both the appropriate quantities and types of virgin binders and
recycled components be determined considering the expected performance behavior of
the mixtures. With this theoretical framework, suitable amounts of WEO for mixtures—
containing various contents of RAP or blends of RAP and CR-modified binder—were
established through performance tests.
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2.1.5. Crumb Rubber

The present study incorporated CR obtained from passenger car tires. The CR was
incorporated using the wet process, which is known to enhance the performance bene-
fits associated with CR [25,26]. The mixing conditions employed in the study involved
temperatures ranging from 170 ◦C to 190 ◦C for 30 min, along with a shear rate varying
between 2000 and 3000 rpm [27]. The CR gradation was chosen based on a mesh size of 40,
following the studies performed by Khalili et al. [28] and Shen et al. [29]. It is worth noting
that approximately 80% of CR utilization in these applications consists of particles finer
than 0.8 mm, while particles finer than 0.4 mm account for only 25% of the CR [26]. The
specific CR gradation utilized in this study is presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Crumb rubber gradation for mesh #40 [28,29].

Sieve Size No. 20 No. 30 No. 40 No. 50 No. 80 No. 100

Required passing percentages 100 100 85–90 55–60 21–25 17–20
Utilized passing percentages 100 100 87 58 22 17

Following the principles of balanced mix design theory, the CR usage proportions
varied between 0% and 15%, in 5% increments, relative to the virgin binder content.

2.1.6. Asphalt Binder

PG64-22 asphalt binder was utilized as the virgin binder in this study. The fundamental
characteristics of the virgin binder are given in Table 4.

Table 4. The virgin asphalt binder’s properties.

Property Test Standard Value

Penetration at 25 ◦C ASTM D5 65
Softening point (◦C) ASTM D36 49

Ductility (cm) ASTM D113 100
Flashpoint (◦C) ASTM D92 280
Mass lost (%) ASTM D6 0.1

Viscosity at 135 ◦C (0.01 cSt) ASTM D2170 490
Viscosity at 160 ◦C (0.01 cSt) ASTM D2170 120

2.1.7. Asphalt Mixture

Asphalt mixture that is used for a surface layer, with a nominal aggregate size of
19 mm, was selected for investigation in this study. In addition to the mixture, which was
made entirely of virgin materials (designated as “L”), 43 other mixtures were prepared by
varying the proportions of the component materials. Figure 2 outlines the notations for
the asphalt mixtures, and Table 5 offers a few examples of these mixtures’ notations. The
optimal binder content (OBC) was determined in accordance with the guidelines provided
by SHRP-A407. The same OBC of 4.3% was used in all asphalt mixtures to ensure equal
comparisons of their properties.
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Table 5. Examples of the mixtures’ notation.

Examples Components

LS 80% limestone aggregate
20% SS aggregate

LR50 50% limestone aggregate
50% RAP

LSR50W10C15

30% limestone aggregate
20% SS aggregate

50% RAP
10% WEO

15% CR

2.2. Methods

After determining the basic properties of the component materials, the experimental
plan of the study was carried out according to Figure 3.

2.2.1. Specimen Preparation

The L and SS aggregate fractions were preheated at the mixing temperature for 16 h
before the mixing process. RAP was preheated at the mixing temperature for two hours,
and the WEO was sprayed onto and mixed with the RAP a half hour prior to its mixing
with other mixture components. Before compaction, loose mixtures underwent short-term
aging as per the AASHTO R30 guidelines, being exposed to the compaction temperature for
4 h. It should be noted that the mixing and compaction temperatures were not determined
for each mixture due to a comprehensive experimental plan. Instead, these temperatures
were determined based on the virgin binder alone and the binder blends, which combined
the virgin binder with varying amounts of the CR, given CR’s significant impact on binder
viscosity [30]. This was performed by determining rotational viscosity according to ASTM
D4402, and appropriate temperatures are reported in Table 6.

Table 6. Viscosity values and production temperatures of different CR usage percentages.

Binder
Rotational Viscosity (mPa.s) Temperature (◦C)

135 ◦C 160 ◦C Mixing Compaction

0% CR 490 120 154 145
5% CR 670 150 158 150
10% CR 1080 250 167 158
15% CR 1930 580 185 174

2.2.2. Cracking Resistance

Cracking resistance of asphalt mixtures was assessed at a testing temperature of 25 ◦C
using the indirect tensile cracking test (IDEAL-CT) according to ASTM D8225 [31], with a
load rate of 50 ± 2 mm/min.

For this test, three cylindrical specimens of each asphalt mixture (132 specimens in
total) were compacted using a gyratory compactor, targeting an air void content of 7 ± 0.5%.
Specimens had a diameter of 150 ± 2 mm and a height of 62 ± 1 mm.

Data collected from the IDEAL-CT were used to assess cracking resistance using a
fracture-mechanics-based parameter, the cracking tolerance index (CTindex), as outlined in
Equation (1):

CTindex =
t

62
× l75

D
× Gf

|m75|
× 106 (1)

where Gf is the failure energy (J/m2), a measure of the energy absorbed by the asphalt
before failure; |m75| is the absolute value of the post-peak slope (N/m); l75 is the displace-
ment at 75% of the peak load following the peak (mm), a parameter tied to the mixture’s
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deformation under load; and D and t are the specimen’s diameter and thickness (mm),
respectively.
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The CTindex is commonly used to assess the cracking resistance of asphalt mixtures,
considering the variations in virgin binder and aggregates, binder additives, and RAP
content [32], where a higher CTindex value means a greater cracking resistance. Given this
study’s emphasis on evaluating the cracking resistance of asphalt mixtures appropriate for
high-traffic conditions, a CTindex threshold value of 110, recommended for traffic conditions
exceeding 10 million equivalent single axle loads (ESALs), was adopted [33]. Mixtures that
exceed this value are considered adequate for this traffic condition.

2.2.3. Rutting Resistance

The evaluation of rutting resistance was an integral part of asphalt mixture design
in this study, providing insight into the mixture’s performance under high-temperature
conditions [3,34]. Due to its importance and simplicity, the dynamic creep test, a highly
regarded method for assessing permanent deformation potential, was employed. Based
on previous research [35,36], this test was chosen to examine the impacts of various ARAs
on the rutting resistance and to ascertain the impact of alternative materials on the RAM
performance.
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The ‘Flow Number’, a key metric from the dynamic creep test, quantified the asphalt
mixtures’ resistance to permanent deformation. This value aided in ranking RAMs and
informed the selection of a suitable mixture composition for certain traffic levels. Similar
to the CTindex, the FN has established thresholds that are instrumental in determining the
rutting resistance of asphalt mixtures suitable for high-traffic conditions.

The literature suggests two specific threshold values for FN, depending on the ex-
pected ESALs [37]. For traffic conditions with ESALs ranging between 10 and 30 million,
the recommended FN threshold value is 190. For even higher traffic levels, with ESALs
exceeding 30 million, the suggested FN threshold value increases to 740. Asphalt mixtures
that meet or exceed these values are generally considered to possess adequate rutting
resistance for these traffic scenarios.

The outcome of the test is presented as a plot of accumulated permanent strain versus
the number of loading cycles. A typical plot, as shown in Figure 4, could be segmented
into three distinct stages: the primary, secondary, and tertiary. Each of them represents a
different stage in the strain development of the asphalt mixture under the applied load.
The onset of the tertiary zone, characterized by a rapid increase in strain, is marked by a
specific number of cycles, known as the ‘Flow Number—FN’ [38]. This number represents
the mixture’s transition from a state of stable deformation (secondary zone) to a state of
accelerated deformation (tertiary zone), and it serves as a key indicator of the mixture’s
resistance to rutting.
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Before testing, the specimens were subjected to a 5 h conditioning period at a tempera-
ture of 50 ◦C. After the conditioning phase, a preload of 10 kPa was applied for a duration
of 5 min. This preloading step prepared the specimen for the subsequent stress application
and reduced the risk of premature failure due to sudden load application. Following the
preloading phase, a haversine load of 400 kPa, characterized by its ‘sine wave’ shape, was
applied. Each loading cycle comprised a loading time of 0.5 s, followed by a rest period of
1.5 s. This process was conducted for three replicates of each type of mixture.

2.2.4. Moisture Damage Resistance

In this investigation, the indirect tensile strength (ITS) test was employed to assess the
strength and moisture damage resistance of asphalt mixtures. According to the AASHTO
T283 guidelines, 6 replicates of each asphalt mixture were prepared to determine their
moisture damage resistance (AASHTO, 2014), resulting in a total of 264 specimens. The
specimens were prepared according to the specifications, with a diameter of 100 mm, a
height of 63.5 ± 2.5 mm and an air void content of 7 ± 0.5%. Specimens were divided into
two subgroups, conditioned and unconditioned, both with comparable air void contents.
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The unconditioned specimens were kept at a temperature of 25 ◦C for 120 min before the
ITS test. The conditioned specimens were initially saturated with water between 55 and
80%, after which they were placed in a freezer at −18 ◦C for 16 h. Finally, specimens
were immersed in a 60 ◦C water bath for 24 h and then kept in a water bath at a testing
temperature of 25 ◦C for at least two hours. After conditioning, both subgroups were
subjected to a constant strain loading rate of 50 mm/min, and individual ITS values were
calculated using the following Equation (2):

ITS =
2000× P
π× t×D

(2)

where P is the maximum load applied to the specimens (N), t is the thickness of the
specimen, and D is the diameter of the specimen (mm).

Finally, the tensile strength ratio (TSR) was calculated by dividing the average ITS
value of the conditioned group (ITSC) by that of the unconditioned group (ITSU) for each
mixture type, following Equation (3):

TSR =
ITSC

ITSU
(3)

The TSR values obtained offered a benchmark for evaluating the moisture damage
resistance of the different asphalt mixtures utilized in this study. Similar to the CTindex and
FN, the TSR has an established threshold that is instrumental in determining the moisture
damage resistance of asphalt mixtures. The recommended threshold value for TSR is 0.8 for
all traffic conditions [39]. Asphalt mixtures that meet or exceed this threshold are generally
considered to possess adequate resistance to moisture damage.

2.2.5. Prediction Model’s Development

Building on the growing emphasis in civil engineering literature on the effectiveness
of prediction models for the performance behavior of various materials and systems [40,41],
this research seeks to advance these methodologies, focusing specifically on alternative ma-
terials in RAMs. After performing laboratory tests, the experimental data were further used
to develop prediction models of each property investigated with the aim of determining
allowable contents of alternative materials in RAM that would satisfy required threshold
values for two traffic levels: between 10 and 30 million ESALs and above 30 million ESALs.
These contents and combinations of the materials were determined utilizing various regres-
sion techniques, such as FNN [42], GLM [43], SVM [44] and GPR [45]. Leveraging test data
from 44 different mixture types, these models were extensively trained and evaluated with
the aim of identifying which technique provides the most accurate predictions, factoring
in the inherent uncertainty, thus allowing better capture of performance variability and
reliability.

The FNN model underwent tuning across several parameters, including the number
of layers, hidden units, epochs, regularization coefficient, and batch size. Similarly, for
the GLM, the regularization strength was adjusted. For the support vector regression
(SVR), different kernels, penalty parameters, and tube widths were tested. Instead of using
existing optimizers for hyperparameter tuning, which might lead to overfitting due to the
training set’s limited size, a different approach was adopted for the GPR. Different kernels
were investigated, settling on the linear and radial basis function kernel, followed by a grid
search for the optimal model variance and length scale values. The chosen metric for these
hyperparameter selections was the mean relative error (MRE) of the predictions on the test
set, which helped in selecting the most appropriate prediction model.

Subsequently, after developing and tuning various prediction models, the focus shifted
to identifying the regions indicating satisfactory performance. To do this, a grid search was
performed on the feasible input space for RAP, CR, and WEO. This process allowed the
computation of predicted performance for each point using the developed models. They
were then categorized as either satisfactory or unsatisfactory based on the performance
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test results and threshold values established. Utilizing this categorization, the boundary
points were in the 3D space delineating satisfactory from unsatisfactory results. Using these
points, 3D planes were fitted using polynomial regression (with a maximum order of 2) to
act as the performance border surfaces. Essentially, these surfaces define the lower and/or
upper boundaries in the material utilization ratio space that would produce satisfactory
performance. This methodology provides quick control to determine if a mixture, with
different percentages of the three alternative materials, falls within the defined boundaries
for satisfactory performance based on its corresponding position in the space.

In addition to the predictive modeling, a statistical methodology was adopted to
evaluate the impact of each alternative material on the predicted performance outcomes.
A paired t-test was utilized to contrast the influence of the input variables (RAP, CR, and
WEO) on the discrepancies between model predictions and actual performance tests for FN,
CT, and TSR. The results from the t-test offered insights into the most influential material
for each performance test, thereby enhancing the comprehension of material effects.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Moisture Damage Resistance and ITS Test

Figure 5 illustrates the ITS test results for both unconditioned and conditioned sub-
groups of various asphalt mixtures, whereas Figure 6 illustrates the resulting TSR values
for various asphalt mixtures. The blue horizontal line in the figure represents the threshold
value of TSR for all traffic levels, set at 0.8. This figure has been delineated with distinct
boundaries, categorizing the results according to the WEO contents. Within these delin-
eations, a range of colors signifies the varied CR dosages, and distinctive hatching patterns
differentiate the mixtures based on RAP content.

In this study, only the role of the SS aggregate was evaluated in the asphalt mixtures
without other materials (LS) and in three distinct RAP proportions: LSR25, LSR50, and
LSR75. The results showed that addition of SS increased the toughness and moisture
resistance. For the mixtures with SS, an increase in moisture resistance of 18%, 16%,
15%, and 11% was observed when compared to the L, LR25, LR50, and LR75 mixtures,
respectively. This can be attributed to the alkaline environment of SS aggregates due to the
presence of calcium and magnesium oxides, materials that may bind the asphalt binder
stronger than L aggregate, thus improving the moisture damage resistance [16]. Previous
studies have reported similar results [46,47], although some have indicated that these
types of recycled aggregates might reduce resistance to moisture damage [48,49]. This
discrepancy might arise from the formation of a silica gel around the aggregates’ surface,
weakening the adhesion between the binder and slag aggregates [49].

The RAP introduction generally improves their ITS and moisture damage resistance.
An enhancement in moisture damage resistance was observed when 25%, 50%, and 75%
of RAP was used, showing increases in TSR values of 4%, 14%, and 20%, respectively,
compared to the L mixture. Furthermore, the addition of RAP mitigated the moisture
damage associated with different WEO contents. Apart from LSR75W5C15, RAP positively
influenced moisture damage resistance for both WEO and CR at various consistent percent-
ages. This improvement arose due to the increased viscosity of the aged binder in RAP
mixtures, resulting from the loss of volatile and oxidative compounds, which improved the
strength of the mixtures. Also, the virgin binder in RAMs probably failed to mix thoroughly
with the aged binder from RAP, thereby creating an additional layer over the RAP particles.
These two layers minimize the susceptibility of asphalt mixes to moisture, inhibiting water
penetration at the boundary between the binder and particles. This research found that RAP
positively contributed to resistance against moisture damage, aligning with conclusions
from previous studies [50,51].
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As the WEO content in asphalt mixes containing RAP and SS increased, the ITS and
TSR values decreased. For example, in 50% RAP mixtures, the TSR values decreased by
2%, 10%, and 12% with WEO usage levels of 5%, 10%, and 15%, respectively. However, in
mixtures with 25%, moisture resistance was observed to diminish when the WEO content
increased above 5%. For mixtures LSR75W10C15 and LSR75W15C5, introducing WEO had
the exception of reducing moisture damage resistance. Similar findings of reduced moisture
damage resistance and ITS values have already been reported in previous research [3,24].
This may be due to the increased viscosity of the asphalt binder, making it more susceptible
to moisture [3], along with an improved degree of blending.

When CR was used in combination with SS, RAP and WEO, it played an important role
in enhancing the rheological characteristics of the binder and offsetting the negative impact
of the WEO. Based on the ITS and TSR results, except for LSR75W15C10, the addition of
CR showed a positive effect on the moisture damage resistance. Previous studies have
reported findings consistent with these effects of CR usage [6,52].

In asphalt mixtures comprising 75% RAP and 15% WEO, the distinction in moisture
damage resistance between 10% and 5% CR was negligible, with a difference of less than 2%.
This limited disparity implies that within these particular RAP and WEO compositions, the
effectiveness of CR for moisture resistance may become more intricate at higher percentages.
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The enhanced TSR values in mixtures containing CR can be attributed to the improved
adhesion between the binder and aggregates when this material is applied, particularly in
the wet process [26].

3.2. Dynamic Creep Test

Figure 7 presents the FN results from this study, with two horizontal lines offering
reference points: the blue line indicating the FN threshold for traffic levels exceeding
30 million EASLs, set at 740, and the red line representing the FN threshold for traffic levels
ranging from 10 to 30 million EASLs (set at 190).

Replacing limestone with either the SS or RAP significantly improves rutting resistance.
Compared to the L mixture, the LS mixture exhibited an increase in FN value by 107%.
Moreover, the addition of SS in the mixtures containing 25%, 50%, and 75% RAP improved
the FN by 102%, 47%, and 7%, respectively. The enhanced performance is attributed to
the aggregate’s angularity, stiffness and shear strength, which make RAMs resistant to
permanent deformation [14]. These findings align with previous studies, reinforcing the
positive impact of the SS on the rutting resistance of asphalt mixtures [14,53].

Consistent findings in the existing literature indicate that the RAP content in asphalt
mixtures improves rutting resistance [3,51]. This study affirms these findings, demonstrat-
ing an increase in FN values upon RAP addition to the L aggregates or the combination of
L and SS aggregates. The enhanced performance is attributed to the higher aged binder
viscosity, which confers stiffness and deters deformation. Additionally, the introduction of
varying RAP contents with constant WEO percentages, and when combined with WEO and
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CR, improved rutting resistance, except in the LSR75W5C15, LSR75W10C15, LSR75W15C5,
and LSR50W15C10 mixtures. This is probably a consequence of a high binder blend content
in these mixtures, which were composed of virgin binder, aged binder, WEO and CR.
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While the inclusion of WEO in asphalt mixtures offers certain advantages, it was
observed to negatively affect rutting performance. This was primarily attributed to the
softening effect of WEO on the aged binder, which reduced the overall stiffness of the
mixture. As a consequence, the mix became more susceptible to permanent deformation.
The potential of WEO to compromise the adhesion between the binder and aggregates was
posited as a factor that could further accelerate the progression of rutting. These findings
were consistent with earlier research [22,24], emphasizing the necessity of thoughtful
material selection and balancing of properties during the asphalt mixture design process.

Finally, the incorporation of CR into the mixture enhanced the rutting resistance
compromised by WEO. The direct influence of CR is an increase in stiffness, strength and
elasticity [54], which, in turn, enhances rutting resistance. The addition of CR alters the
binder’s physical properties, increasing its viscosity and elasticity. CR, when acting as a
modifier, swells and partially dissolves upon integration with the asphalt binder, producing
a more viscous and stiffer mixture [55]. This stiffness assists in warding off deformation
under substantial loads and elevated temperatures. The general observation is that with
consistent amounts of RAP and WEO, the addition of CR improves rutting resistance. Some
exceptions were noted for LSR75W10C15, LSR75W15C5, and LSR50W15C10 mixtures, ne-
cessitating further investigation to understand the interaction among the various materials
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and their mutual impact on rutting performance. Additionally, it can be shown that the
CR has the greatest influence when 5% WEO is used, making them extremely resistant
to rutting. However, at greater WEO dosages, the CR was unable to compensate for low
binder blend viscosity.

3.3. Indirect Tensile Cracking Test

The IDEAL-CT test, known for its simplicity and efficacy, was employed in this
investigation to examine cracking resistance and identify the optimal content ranges and
combinations of alternative materials in RAMs. Figure 8 displays the test outcomes, with
the blue horizontal line demarcating the CTindex threshold for traffic levels above 10 million
EASLs, established at 110.
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The results indicate that adding SS positively impacts the mixtures’ cracking resistance.
The increased internal friction angle in the mixtures, due to the angularity of the slag, is
speculated to enhance adhesion with the asphalt binder, thereby enhancing cracking
resistance [56]. Furthermore, this angularity may delay initial microcrack propagation [57].

However, when incorporating RAP into virgin asphalt mixture (L), a negative effect
could be observed, where higher content decreased cracking resistance. Compared to the L
mixture, RAP mixtures exhibited a drop in CT values: reductions of 4%, 35%, and 59% were
noted for 25%, 50%, and 75% RAP, respectively. Intriguingly, for mixtures with 15% WEO
and 15% CR, the improvement in cracking resistance was not substantial when moving from
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25% to 50% RAP. Additionally, a notable enhancement in resistance was observed with the
inclusion of 75% RAP. This suggests that in mixtures with intricate material combinations,
particularly with elevated percentages of WEO, CR, and RAP, unexpected performance
behaviors can emerge due to the complex interaction of these components.

Addition of SS was also observed to enhance the cracking resistance of mixtures with
RAP, which aligns with conclusions from previous studies [40,58]. However, these mixtures
have the same trend of cracking resistance, where CTindex values decrease with an increase
in RAP content. This declining trend can be partly attributed to the stiff aged binder from
RAP. Additionally, the degree of blending between aged and virgin asphalt, as emphasized
in recent investigations [59,60], might also influence this outcome. The role of binder
activity is another contributing factor to consider [61].

Contrastingly, the integration of WEO into the mixtures enhances cracking resistance.
The observed improvement is hypothesized to stem from the softening effect of WEO on
the binder within the RAMs. In addition to mixture’s stiffness reduction, WEO addition
also improves the degree of binder activation, consequently leading to improved cracking
resistance and offsetting the embrittlement introduced by RAP. This finding goes along with
previous studies [3,24] suggesting that strategic use of ARAs can mitigate the brittleness of
RAP mixtures, thus improving their cracking performance.

The results when integrating CR into the mixtures were more intricate. In general, it
can be observed that mixtures containing 10% CR had the highest cracking resistance when
compared to those mixtures with 5 and 15% CR. When isolating the impact of RAP, it can
be seen that these mixtures followed the same trend as the mixtures with only RAP and
WEO, except in the case of mixtures with 15% WEO and 15% CR, where cracking resistance
was improved with an increase in RAP content. Additionally, it can be concluded that
mixtures with 25% RAP and 10% CR had the highest cracking resistance regardless of the
WEO content among all asphalt mixtures containing these materials, whereas addition of
only 5% WEO helped in satisfying the threshold value.

In conclusion, as the RAP concentration in RAMs increases, cracking resistance de-
creases. However, the addition of 20% SS helps in restoring cracking resistance. Addition of
only WEO, regardless of its content, significantly improves the cracking resistance, which
is strongly affected by RAP content. The mutual impact of WEO and CR is much more
complex, so mixtures with high CR and low WEO contents usually have insufficient crack-
ing resistance. Therefore, the CR content in RAM must be carefully selected in order to
have satisfying cracking resistance [3,10,40].

3.4. Determining the Appropriate Usage Percentages of Alternative Materials

The process undertaken to establish accurate prediction models involved a systematic
tuning of the hyperparameters associated with each modeling technique. The designated
hyperparameters for each of the four distinct models, used for predicting the three per-
formance parameters, are provided in Table 7. Once the tuning of hyperparameters for
each technique was finalized, three regression model prediction metrics, namely mean
absolute error (MAE), root mean squared error (RMSE), and mean relative error (MRE),
were established for each model. Subsequently, the four trained and tuned models were
ranked for each test regression model and every prediction metric, and, consequently, an
overall ranking was established. Given the results observed, as documented in Table 8,
the GPR was determined to be the most appropriate model and was thus utilized in the
succeeding segments of the study.
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Table 7. Tuned hyperparameters for performance test prediction models.

Parameter GLM SVR GPR FNN

FN
Alpha: 1 × 101 Kernel: Linear

Variance: 1 × 100 # Neurons: 32
C: 1 # Layers: 3

Fit intercept: True Epsilon: 1 × 10−1 Length scale: 1 × 100 Batch Size: 8
# Epochs: 500

CTindex

Alpha: 1 × 101 Kernel: Linear
Variance: 1 × 101 # Neurons: 4

C: 1 # Layers: 3

Fit intercept: True Epsilon: 1 × 10−1 Length scale: 1 × 100 Batch Size: 8
# Epochs: 500

TSR
Alpha: 1 × 10−1 Kernel: RBF

Variance: 1 × 1010 # Neurons: 32
C: 1 # Layers: 2

Fit intercept: True Epsilon: 1 × 10-3 Length scale: 1 × 104 Batch Size: 8
# Epochs: 500

#: Number.

Table 8. Performance test prediction models’ metrics and rankings.

Parameter

GLM SVR GPR FNN

MAE RMSE MRE MAE RMSE MRE MAE RMSE MRE MAE RMSE MRE
(Rank) (Rank) (Rank) (Rank) (Rank) (Rank) (Rank) (Rank) (Rank) (Rank) (Rank) (Rank)

FN
174.91 257.8 0.243 175.39 254.357 0.241 162.36 188.255 0.262 153.734 185.119 0.259

(3) (4) (2) (4) (3) (1) (2) (2) (4) (1) (1) (3)

CTindex
22.712 27.664 0.179 31.511 36.51 0.206 17.5 23.154 0.129 22.682 28.437 0.181

(3) (2) (2) (4) (4) (4) (1) (1) (1) (2) (3) (3)

TSR
0.027 0.034 0.035 0.019 0.025 0.019 0.024 0.023 0.029 0.02 0.026 0.021

(4) (4) (4) (1) (2) (1) (3) (1) (3) (2) (3) (2)

Overall Rank 3.111 2.667 2.000 2.222

In the employed GPR model, the paired t-test results unveiled the pivotal roles that
each material plays in influencing the performance test parameters. For the CTIndex and
FN, the variable WEO emerged as the most influential factor, whereas for the TSR, the CR
showcased significant influence. This underscores the role each alternative material plays
in determining the overall performance of asphalt mixtures.

The comprehensive methodology is translated into figures and tables explaining
the usage of threshold values for asphalt mixtures composed of SS, RAP, CR, and WEO.
Figure 9 presents insights into the lower and upper bounds for material ratio utilization for
three performance test parameters under high-traffic conditions. Specifically, Figure 9a,b
delineate the lower bounds for alternative material utilization ratios essential for satisfactory
FN for different traffic scenarios: between 10 and 30 million and more than 30 million
ESALs, respectively. Notably, the shift from lower to higher traffic impacts the lower bound
surface, causing it to elevate and consequently shrink the acceptable region in the input
space. This transition decreases the satisfactory region of the utilization space from 98% to
72%, resulting in a 24% reduction. Moreover, Figure 9c exhibits the upper bound for the
CTindex values, indicating the range within which satisfactory performance can be achieved.
The cracking resistance performance stands out as it restricts the utilization space from
above, thereby predominantly limiting the use of RAP. Figure 9d shows the lower bound
for material utilization necessary for satisfactory performance in the TSR ratio.
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As illustrated by these figures, the RAP material contributes positively to the FN and
TSR parameters, but it can adversely affect the CTindex. Similarly, the use of CR is limited by
the CTindex values as higher CR values may lead to subpar cracking resistance performance.
However, higher WEO values coupled with lower CR values generally necessitate increased
RAP utilization for satisfactory FN and TSR. Importantly, the cracking resistance emerges
as the most restrictive, with its satisfactory region covering around 46% of the space and
thereby acting as an issue for achieving satisfactory performance. The surfaces defining
these boundaries are reported in Table 9.

Broadening the analysis to include all three test parameters, Figure 10 summarizes
the upper and lower bounds for the alternative material utilization ratios under different
traffic conditions. The region between these bounds in the figures designates the area
within which a user’s chosen alternative material utilization ratios would yield satisfactory
performance in all three parameters, thereby making them suitable for the BMD approach.
Additionally, the contours for these surfaces are depicted on the floor plane of the 3D
spaces, enhancing the understanding of these 3D shapes. The upper bound in these figures
is determined by the CTindex values, while the lower bound results from a combination of
the bounds set by the FN and TSR, meaning that any point between these surfaces would
be having satisfactory properties considering various traffic levels. Figure 10a exhibits
the thresholds for alternative materials’ utilization under traffic levels of 10 to 30 million
ESALs, accounting for approximately 25% of the total utilization space. The transition to
higher ESALs (more than 30 million) leads to a reduction in the acceptable region between
the upper and lower bounds, primarily driven by the stricter threshold for the FN, causing
a further decrease of 40% in the acceptable region. The equations for the upper and lower
bound surfaces in this space are reported in Table 9, where values in brackets present
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the amounts of appropriate materials within the limits used in this study: RAP—0–75%,
WEO—0–15% and CR 0–15%. These visualizations provide insights into the performance
boundaries and their sensitivity to different high-traffic conditions, consequently helping
in the understanding of the complex interaction between alternative materials and their
impact on RAM performance.
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4. Conclusions 
This research evaluated the effects of different RAP, WEO, and CR contents and com-

binations, alongside a constant dosage of steel slag (SS) aggregate, on the RAM perfor-
mance. The obtained results were further used for developing prediction models using 
the GPR technique, with the aim to determine the contents of these materials required to 
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Figure 10. Three-dimensional presentation of the performance test threshold surfaces for (a) traffic
between 10 and 30 million ESALs and for (b) traffic with more than 30 million ESALs.

Table 9. Performance tests’ threshold surface equations.

Parameter Threshold Equation

FN (10 to 30 million ESALs) Low Bound 0.265(WEO)2 +6.383(CR)2 − 2.436(WEO) − 55.100(CR) + 1.788(WEO)(CR) + 40.064 −min (RAP, 75) = 0
FN (more than 30 million ESALs) Low Bound 0.028(WEO)2 − 1.059(CR)2 + 2.112(WEO) − 12.301(CR) + 1.363(WEO)(CR) + 45.545 −min (RAP, 75) = 0

CTindex High Bound −0.012(WEO)2 − 0.108(CR)2 + 4.571(WEO) − 2.959(CR) + 0.135(WEO)(CR) + 21.485 −min (RAP, 75) = 0

TSR Low Bound 0.07(WEO)2 + 0.327(CR)2 + 0.158(WEO) − 9.923(CR) + 0.172(WEO)(CR) + 49.513 −min (RAP, 75) = 0

All three (10 to 30 million ESALs) Low Bound 0.085(WEO)2 + 0.201(CR)2 + 1.376(WEO) − 5.863(CR) − 0.041(WEO)(CR) + 30.748 −min (RAP, 75) = 0
High Bound −0.012(WEO)2 − 0.108(CR)2 + 4.571(WEO) − 2.959(CR) + 0.135(WEO)(CR) + 21.485 −min (RAP, 75) = 0

All three
(more than 30 million ESALs)

Low Bound 0.553(WEO)2 + 0.197(CR)2 + 0.610(WEO) − 4.093(CR) − 0.562(WEO)(CR) + 28.403 −min (RAP, 75) = 0
High Bound −0.012(WEO)2 − 0.108(CR)2 + 4.571(WEO) − 2.959(CR) + 0.135(WEO)(CR) + 21.485 −min (RAP, 75) = 0

4. Conclusions

This research evaluated the effects of different RAP, WEO, and CR contents and combi-
nations, alongside a constant dosage of steel slag (SS) aggregate, on the RAM performance.
The obtained results were further used for developing prediction models using the GPR
technique, with the aim to determine the contents of these materials required to achieve
satisfactory performance depending on traffic levels and to determine the most influen-
tial component materials on each performance parameter. The performance assessments
focused on cracking resistance (via CTindex), rutting resistance (using flow number), and
moisture damage resistance (measured by TSR). The main conclusions are:

• Overall, the use of 20% SS instead of virgin aggregate enhances all performance metrics
of asphalt mixtures, especially when combined with a low RAP content (25%).
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• The RAP content significantly affects the cracking resistance. When compared to the
L mixture, the CTindex value dropped by up to 59% with an increase in RAP content
of up to 75% in asphalt mixtures without other alternative materials. RAP presence
generally improves the rutting and moisture damage resistance of all asphalt mixtures,
regardless of the contents and combination of alternative materials.

• WEO significantly improves cracking resistance, where only 5% was enough to meet
the proposed threshold value. At the same time, it reduces the rutting and moisture
damage resistance, especially if more than 5% is used.

• Addition of 10% CR led to the highest cracking resistance of the mixtures containing
RAP, SS and WEO. The use of CR simultaneously offsets the negative effect of WEO
on the rutting resistance, especially when combined with 5% WEO, and has a positive
impact on moisture damage resistance.

• The GPR model can successfully be used to determine the most beneficial ratio and
combination of alternative materials, considering individual or overall performance of
RAMs depending on the traffic level.

• The application of a paired t-test to the GPR models showed that rutting and cracking
resistance are mostly influenced by WEO, whereas moisture damage resistance is
mostly affected by CR.

The results provided in this article were obtained using only one type of each alter-
native material. Therefore, these findings should be verified by external results, collected
by testing RAMs with different combinations, contents and types of alternative mate-
rials. Nonetheless, the proposed methodology has high potential to be used for BMD
purposes; therefore, its applicability should be further investigated by performing other
performance tests.
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